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As with Shaolin and Wu-Tang, another film remake occurred when Shaolin
Soccer was released in 2001. Shaolin Soccer is one of the more celebrated and
successful remakes that I have seen. Who would have ever thought that a
Chinese martial art flick would be a viable subject for an American sports
movie? The original Shaolin Soccer is a fan-favorite for its incredibly cool use of
kung fu, but its quick-paced story and sappy love story left a lot to be desired.
The 2001 remake did not disappoint. With the help of one of the most
cantankerous performers in cinematic history, Jet Li, Shaolin Soccer overcomes
the odds and delivers on its promise as an entertaining martial art movie for
the entire family. The movie also has a fair amount of realistic football action,
which has never been a problem for me. The sports aspect of the movie is
actually a bit distracting at times, but the rest of the movie makes up for it. I
was also pleasantly surprised by the English dub. It was a different and
interesting interpretation and brings an utterly different and entertaining
perspective to the story. When it comes to the Shaolin and Wu-Tang flicks,
Jollys The Thief would probably be the one that most of you would be familiar
with. Jollys the thief is pretty awesome. He is probably the most significant foe
that Lee faces in a movie that doesnot have a John Woo influence at all. He is a
ruthless assassin who is obsessed with Lee, and he is willing to even kill his
own wife to be near him. In addition to being a really good villain, Jollys one of
the most well-acted roles I think I have ever seen. Michael Wong is seriously a
ninja in this movie.
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not really a martial arts film per se, but it is about a group of young shaolin
warriors who, following the orders of their master, are sent to investigate a
group of young rebels who have kidnapped the leader of the shaolin temple

and are believed to be carrying the head of a dragon on their back. a group of
shaolin warriors are sent to help qing army in their conquest to defeat the

rebels, and a young woman is captured by the rebels. she is soon rescued by
the shaolin and they start their journey to find the stolen head of the dragon.
one of many, many shaolin vs. ninjas/bandits/monks films produced by shaw

brothers in the 70s, its a great little film which features a great story and a fight
scene between the highly skilled shaolin monks and a group of ninjas. its a
shame that the duo, wu ching-hua and yuen woo-ping, didnt work on more
films together, as this one is pretty good. another of chang chehs frequent

collaborations with gordon liu, this film sees the shaolin temple face off against
a group of bandits who have set up an illegal casino in the nearby mountains.
the temple is strong on action, but it s also a very well made film with a good

story and some well choreographed fights. this film was made by shaw brothers
in the 70s and is a shaolin vs. qing dynasty epic, in which shaolin warriors join

up to fight against an army of bandits led by the evil warlord who has set up an
illegal casino in the nearby mountains. it is a good, well made film with some
excellent fight sequences. a shaolin temple vs. qing dynasty epic, in which
shaolin warriors join up to fight against an army of bandits led by the evil

warlord who has set up an illegal casino in the nearby mountains. the film has a
great, and well executed plot and has a great fight scene between the shaolin

warriors and the bandits. 5ec8ef588b
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